
  

The Year 2 Reader 
 

 
Year 2 readers will read picture books with a greater proportion of space given 

to sentences on a page and pictures support the text to a lesser degree.  They 
will read simple chapter books where the storyline or sequence of events are 
told in paragraphs and use more complex sentence constructions. The children 

will be able to read a 100 word passage to an adult with around 90% accuracy. 
 

 Comprehension 
 
Readers in Year 2 will be able to pick out the sequence of events in a story and 

will retrieve information from the text, looking through the book to help them, if 
necessary.  They will be able to identify places in a story where there are 

changes to characters’ behaviours as a result of events in the plot.  They should 
also be able to predict some key events of a tory based upon the settings 
described in the story opening. 

 
In non-fiction texts, Year 2 readers show an awareness of the features  of 

organisation of a non-fiction text (e.g. index, bold, headings and sub-headings 
etc.).  
 

 Inference 
 

 

A Year 2 reader will be able to make statements about characters based upon 

what the character says and behaves and will justify these responses by 
identifying language which the author uses to give these impressions. E.g. ‘I 
think she is bossy/selfish/angry because it says she…..’ 

 
Year 2 readers are able to demonstrate empathy with characters in stories 

perhaps by looking at descriptions of the characters and the actions they carry 
out or the situations they find themselves in. (E.g. ‘When I was 
lost/frightened/pleased ….’)  Due to this developing empathy and understanding, 

they are able to make predictions with increasing accuracy during reading, but 
adapt them in the light of new developments within the story.  
 

 

Inference  
predicts with increasing accuracy during reading and then adapts prediction in the light of 

new information  
demonstrates empathy with characters looking at descriptions and actions  
makes statements about characters on the basis of what is said and done, making note of 

how verbs and adverbs support their judgements’ e.g. ‘I think she is selfish/kind/angry because it 
says she…’  

evaluates simple persuasive devices e.g. says which posters in a shop or TV adverts would make 

them want to buy something, and why  
recognises that different characters have different thoughts/feelings about, views on and 

responses to particular scenarios e.g. that the wolf would see the story of the Red Riding Hood 
differently to the girl herself  

with support, justifies their views about what they have read  
 

 


